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Hand me down Recipes

Hand me down recipes are the best recipes

Hand me down recipes are the best. They have memories and shared moments
attached to them. There are times shared with a loved family member
grandmother, aunt, greatgrandmother,or mother and sometimes a friend. I
have a box in my kitchen filled with with hand me down recipes.
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How to Make Maamoule

Traditional Easter Cookies. They are made of Farina, flour, butter, nuts,
pistashios, date paste,rose water and orange blossom water.

How to make Maamoule
We prepare the farina with the melted butter and cover them with a towel
overnight. the next day you add the flour with the rose water and the
orange blossom. Mix well to get a uniform dough.then you laythe dough
and start filling with the dates, pistachios or nuts.
Maamoule made with dates

Figure 1: Maamoule

Enjoy these delicious delicatessen Easter Cookies
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Jigot (Leg of Lamb) From Paula's Kitchen

This recipe is from my best friend and my daughter's Godmother.The Leg of
Lamb recipe has become our family's traditional Christmas dinner. It is made
up of a leg of lamb, garlic, spices and wine.

1. WE first buy the leg of lamb three days early and we stuff it with garlic
cloves,spices mustard and wine
The spices used are salt, pepper, sumak,cinamon, thyme and oregano
Lamb meat cooked then roasted

Figure 2: Jigot(leg of Lamb)Paula Style

2. We keep the leg of lamb embeded in the wine turning it around in the pan
for three days.

3. On the day of your event you put the leg of lab covered in aluminum
paper wrapped all around the leg of lamb in the oven at 350 degrees each
pound is one hour in the oven. If the leg of lamb is four pounds then it
should be in the oven for four hours.
After the Leg of lamb is done being cooked you roast it until it is golden
brown. You serve it with steamed vegetables and fried cube potatoes
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